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Abstract: Cloud Computing offers many services mainly for the advancements in the data storage and retrieval. In order to provide data 

centralization, all the data collected from the users and stored in the cloud environment. The data stored in the cloud will become Big Data 

when it’s going to be enormous. The data centralization leads to duplication in the encrypted data that is collected from a single user or by 

multiple users. The data deduplication in encrypted form of data from the multiple users is the major issue in the cloud environment. In the 

existing system, Cloud Service Providers (CSP) are used to identify the duplication of encrypted data. It does not behave as good because it 

needs an encryption key for identifying the duplication through read throughout the data. Here, a novel framework called SecDedup (Secure 

Deduplication), is proposed to obtain the deduplication in encrypted form of data that is already centralized in the cloud environment. It 

concentrates on the confidentiality of data from multiple users having same data without the consideration of metadata for identification of 

duplication. Thus, the virtual cloud environment can be simulated through the Cloudsim for evaluating the experiments for the proposed 

work. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the cloud environment provides various services such as storage, infrastructure and software services. The cloud 

storage service is used to manage ever evolving volume of data from the heterogeneous data sources. The most important 

characteristics need to be concentrated so as to perform fulfilled centralization are availability, security and flexibility in replication 

management or data deduplication [1][2][5]. The replication of data in cloud storage is required to satisfy the availability and 

scalability of increasing enormous users. As like as replicated data in the storage has to be identified the resource usage and it is 

essential to eliminate the unwanted replications properly. 

During the understanding the features of the cloud storage, lack of storage efficiency is obtained. One most proficient procedure 

for improving the storage efficiency is data deduplication. Further, it is considered to be one of the preeminent optimizations to 

decrease the storage costs. Now the large discussions are made with the security issues in the cloud environment. The multiple users 

can able to share the cloud environment for storage and other services. Especially in storage service, it is very important to concentrate 

on the access privileges and integrity of the data [3][4]. The confidential data is literally encrypted with the existing algorithms such 

as RSA Algorithm, Triple DES algorithm before storing into a private cloud.  

To provide data security, the existing works proposed to make available the encrypted data to CSPs. Likewise the same or different 

users used different encryption schemes to save their confidential data in the cloud. It leads to problem with the huge amount of data 

if get replicated Tudoran.R et.al. [11]. The replication can be occurred in two ways. First, the data from the same user or different user 

can store replicated copy of the same data already stored in the cloud. Second, to achieve data availability when the scalable of users 

may increase, the CSPs are intended to perform the data replication. It is always a easy task to identify and deduplication of data 

replicated from the CSP side [12] [13]. The encrypted data replication by the users cannot be easily deduplicated.   
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Figure1 Deduplication process at chunk level 

The solutions obtained for the data deduplication based on the existing approaches in CSP leads to Brute Force Attacks [6] [7]. 

Moreover, it does not flexible with the user revocation and access control. The CSP approach is described as follows: CSPs maintain 

the encryption details of the files that are stored by the various users in metadata. Using this metadata, the decryption can be performed 

when the deduplication process. It leads to high storage cost and time effective. Another familiar method can be used for 

implementation of data deduplication process based on chuck level illustrated in the Figure 1. The working procedure of this existing 

works is to obtain the files from the users that mostly in encrypted form. Then obtained data are sent to the data chunker. The files are 

converted into chunk of bit blocks. These blocks are verified with the existing contents of the cloud source. If any duplicates occur 

then it makes indexing about the storage place of existence. The newly chunked blocks are stored like a procedure of FP Tree 

algorithm. However it overcomes the problems of existing algorithms, but it makes tremendous for the encryption algorithms. 

Here, a novel algorithm named SecDedup has been proposed to obtain the secure deduplication process in the encrypted cloud 

data and also concentrates on the access control and user revocation. The effectiveness of the proposed work can be identified based 

on the implementation of deduplication process at the time cloud size increases.   

II. RELATED WORK 

Jibin Wang et. al. [8] proposed a high performance inline deduplication system with the efficient index tables. The architecture 

named I-sieve with index tables performed deduplication process and acts as bridge between the two tier applications. As like as this 

work, Balasundaram.P et.al. [3] used an architecture with the fingerprint index approach called Frequent Patterns Based Prefetching 

Technique (FPBPT) for improving the read performance of the deduplicated data.  

Jin Li et.al. [10] proposed data deduplication technique especially for the encrypted data stored in the private cloud. They tried to 

make flexible in supporting data access control and revocation in hybrid cloud. The secured data deduplication for hybrid cloud based 

on convergent encryption technique through CSP for authorized duplicate check. Zhang Yan et.al. [13] proposed an architecture called 

Scalable Video Coding (SVC) technique for identifying the encrypted video files stored in the cloud environment. This technique is 

particularly used for eliminate the extra storage and bandwidth cost for hosting encrypted videos. 

III. PRELIMINARIES 

A. Data Deduplication 

Data Deduplication is a technique for elimination of redundant data by means of uploading same data by the same user or different 

user in the private cloud. Deduplication can be categorized into two ways such as file level deduplication and chunk/block level 

deduplication. File level deduplication can achieve by verifying the redundancy using entire file in the cloud. At block level 

deduplication, the entire file gets divided into number of blocks or chunks. The chunks were stored in the cloud and represented in 
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the hash table. The chunks were compared with the file blocks already stored in the cloud. If duplicates occur, then the chunk removed 

the details indexed with the already stored chunks in the hash table i.e. the duplicated item. 

The common methodologies used for data deduplication process are comparison based on files, versioning based on files, hashing 

based on files, versioning based on blocks and hashing based on blocks.  

B. Homomorphic Encryption 

The process of encryption in the storage is not for accessing the files. It only make the data secure from the data confidentiality 

after data deduplication. It makes the encrypted data in the unique encryption techniques. A homomorphic encryption scheme consists 

of three primitive functions: 

KeyGen(D): This function is key generation algorithm the generates K for the given data file D. 

Enc(K,data): This function uses the homomorphic encryption algorithm that obtain the secret K and data D and encrypts the 

data into cipher data C. 

Dec(K,C): This function uses the same homomorphism decryption to obtain the plain data D from the secret key K and cipher 

data C. 

In this proposed methodology, the homomorphism encryption such as RSA, TripeDES are used for the data encryption and 

decryption at file level deduplication. 

IV. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES OF THE PROPOSED WORK 

The major contributions of the proposed work called SecDedup as follows: 

1. Create a deduplication methodology at file level strategy in the private cloud accessed by various users. 

2. Usage of symmetric encryption algorithm for the hybrid cloud it allows to maintain the single strategy of cryptographic 

algorithm 

3. Periodical verification of the cloud access control and user revocation, 

4. Performs effective data encryption and decryption without intervention of cloud users and owners. 

 

V. PROPOSED SecDedup ARCHITECTURE 

In this research paper, after the construction of private cloud with hybrid architecture of public cloud for provisioning large 

number of users, the problem of data deduplication is considered. The problem of data deduplication systems in existing is to involve 

as a proxy to allow legitimate users and owners to identify the duplicates with various access privileges. The main question arises here 

is; How it can provide the access privileges to the users when the cloud induced to data deduplication? 

The various data encryption techniques are used by the same user or different user in the hybrid cloud. The stored data get 

decrypted at the time of uploading. The entire data from the users are encrypted under the homomorphism encryption before storing 

into cloud and the details stored in the hash table. The data deduplication process gets performed at file level when before storing the 

encrypted data.  

It is more concentration in design of architecture made with the implementation of data deduplication with encrypted form of 

data. In this SecDedup architecture illustrated in Figure 2, it can be divided into two different stages. In the first stage, the client selects 

the confidential data need to store. Then the data should be encrypted with the recommended encryption algorithm and it should be 

shared to the cloud with the secret key to the system. The details of the confidential data and its hash key are noted in the hash table. 

Now at the cloud server side, the encrypted data get decrypted with the corresponding algorithm and the secret key. The decrypted 

owner`s data can be again encrypted with the homomorphic encryption after that the details stored in the hash table. Now the system 

can read the encrypted content same like that it retrieves the same size encrypted data from the cloud data storage. It checks the 

duplicate content existence by means of obtained encrypted data from cloud. Then it is important to store the index details if it seems 

to be duplicate after the removal of received data. 
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 Figure 2 Architecture of SecDedup  

Usually the user’s need to encrypt their data those wants upload by their own preferred encryption algorithms. It’s a wide 

change in that scenario of algorithm selection from the recommended algorithms. To perform uniformity in the encryption algorithm, 

the prior encryption can be again decrypted to make uniform in encryption through Homomorphic encryption algorithm.  It is most 

mandate to discuss the uniformity of algorithm because the data deduplication can be done by means of not only based on the signature 

verification, its concentrates on the content of the data. Moreover it is good thing in read throughout the content. It is not possible to 

maintain the uniformity in encryption from user end. In this regard the initial encryption can be again re-encrypted with the 

Homomorphic encryption. Eventually in that time of deduplication, the comparison of content can be done without converting the 

data. If duplication found, then the indexing has been done in the index table and redundant data can be removed. The algorithm has 

been generated for the above architecture that illustrates the implementation of SecDedup. The notations are denoted with their 

explanations as follows: F as files, fn as file name and sz as size in mb, CA as Cryptographic Algorithm and I as Index table The 

proposed algorithm is given below: 

Algorithm: SecDedup Architecture 
Input: Files F(fn,sz) {F1(fn,sz),F2(fn,sz),…,Fn(fn,sz)} 
          CrypAlgorithms CA {CA1,CA2,…,CAn} 
Output: Deduplication, Hash Table H, Index Table I 
[1] Initiate the user data Di uploading with the Fx(fn,sz)  
[2] Select the cryptographic algorithm from CAi 
[3] Perform encryption CAi and obtain cipher data Ci 

[4] Upload data Ci with CAi details 
[5] Perform decryption CAi and obtain data Dj  
[6] Index the details Fx(fn,sz), CAi  
[7] Perform homorphic encryption on Dj and obtain Cj 

[8] Obtain files CF[i] from cloud 
[9] for i =0 to n files { 
 Check decrypted content of CF[i] = decrypted content of Cj 
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 If duplicate occurs, add detail to Index Table I 
 Else 
 Perform uploading } 
[10] Stop the process 

 
 Thus, the algorithm can be implemented with the private or virtual cloud to get the solutions for the various size of data 
uploaded from the client. It can be comparatively analyzed with the various data sizes and different types of cryptographic algorithms.  
 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS 

Here the new proposed scheme called SecDedup is implemented with the homomorphism encryption algorithm such as RSA or 

AES or Triple DES. The common cryptographic algorithms are used for the implementation of data deduplication at server side. The 

proposed scheme is tested in an Windows 7 / 8.1 64 bit operating system running an Intel CPU (Intel Core i7 Quad CPU 2.5 GHz, 4 

GB SDRAM) and the performance is retrieved. The implementation requires SHA-1 hash function for the storage of index about the 

client access privileges, encryption techniques used for the initial file uploading from the recommended list.   

Table 1 Encryption Time for Standard Recommended Algorithms 

File 
Size 

(MB) 

Encryption Time (in milliseconds) 
DES Triple 

DES 
SHA-I RSA Diffie 

Hellman 
32 272 788 1264 274 483 
64 1253 1095 4125 359 895 

128 2586 3810 6024 461 1248 
256 6034 7628 8474 519 2872 
512 8436 11038 10567 984 3408 

 

 

This proposed work has been implemented with the most commonly recommended and used algorithms such as Triple DES, 

SHA – I, AES, RSA, Diffie Hellman with the different file sizes in MB which is illustrated in Table 1. 

 

Figure 3 Graphical representation of process time for encryption algorithms 

The above graph proves the performance of the various algorithms in terms of process time. The RSA algorithm can be used for 

the implementation of the proposed algorithm. It is implied to test the running cycle time of data encryption and decryption at two 

stages. In the first stage, the RSA algorithm is used for the implementation of data encryption at client side after that Triple DES 

algorithm with different key sizes (128, 196 and 256 bits) and with various data size implementation such as from 50 to 1000 Mbytes.  
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VII. CONCLUSION 

In this research paper, a novel architecture named SecDedup has been developed for the implementation of data storage and 

retrieval in a secure private cloud with storage management features. Here the most concentration has given to the data deduplication 

process when the private cloud seems to be more secure. This new scheme of data storage and deduplication can support flexible in 

user access control and user revocation. Encrypted data can be easily stored and securely accessed by the users through the hash table. 

The extensive test experiments showed that this novel scheme is effective in data deduplication with more security. In future, the user 

revocation in this architecture will be tested with the real time implementation and deployment in the cloud environment. 
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